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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider the existence of solutions to the vector variational-type 
inequalities for set-valued mappings on Hausdorff topological vector spaces using Fan's geometrical 
lemma. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
A vector variational inequality in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space was first introduced by 
Giannessi [1], which is the vector-valued version of the variational inequality of Hartman and 
Stampacchia [2]. Later on, Chen et al. [a-6], Konnov et al. [7], Lee et al. [8-10], Lee et al. 
[11-15], Park et al. [16], Siddiqi et al. [17,18], Yang [19], and Yu et al. [20] studied several kinds 
of vector variational inequalities in abstract spaces. 
Ansari [21] introduced and considered vector variational-like inequalities. Since then, Lee et al. 
[8,10] and Siddqi et al. [18] have studied various vector variational-like inequalities. 
Recently, Behera and Panda [22] considered scalar variational-type inequalities for single-valued 
mappings on Hausdorff topological vector spaces, which was generalized form variational-like 
inequality. 
Let X be a Hausdorff topological vector space, Y a topological vector space, K a nonempty 
convex subset of X, and T : K ~ 2 i (X'Y) ,  ~ : K × K --* X ,  1] : K x K ~ Y be three mappings, 
where L(X ,  Y )  is the space of all linear continuous operators from X into Y. 
In [23], the authors obtained a generalized result of Minty's lemma and by using it they con- 
sidered the existence of solutions to vector variational-type inequalities for single-valued mapping 
T:  K ~ L (X ,Y ) .  
Our motivation for this paper is to consider vector variational-type inequalities for set-valued 
mappings on Hausdorff topological vector spaces. In the proof of our main theorem, we use Fan's 
geometrical lemma [24], which has been applied to variational inequality problems, complemen- 
tary problems, game theory, and so on. 
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Let {C(x) : x E K} be a family of closed convex cones in Y. We define a partial order -<c(x) 
in Y with the convex cone C(x) as 
for Yl, Y2 E Y, yl -<c(x) Y2, if and only if Y2 - Yl E C(x). 
DEFINITION 
t e (0, 1), 
that is, 
1.1. (See [25].) A mapping f : K -~ Y is convex if  for every Xl,X 2 E K and 
f ( tx l  q- (1 - t)x2) <c(x) t f (xx)  -k (1 - t)f(x2),  
t f (x l )  + (1 - t) f(x2) - f ( tx l  + (1 - t)x2) • C(x). 
We consider the following Generalized Vector Variational-Type Inequality Problem (GVVTIP). 
GENERALIZED VECTOR VARIATIONAL-TYPE INEQUALITY PROBLEM. Find xo E K such that 
for all y E K, there exists so E T(xo) such that 
(So, 0(y, x0)) + ~(x0, y) ~ - in t  C(xo), 
where (so, v) denotes the evaluation of so at v. 
As corollary, for T : K --* L (X ,  Y) ,  we consider the following Vector Variational-Type Inequal- 
ity Problem (VVTIP). 
VECTOR VARIATIONAL-TYPE INEQUALITY PROBLEM. Find x0 E K such that for all y E K, 
(T(xo), O(y, x0)> + ~(x0, y) ~ - in t  C(xo). 
Now, we introduce the following famous Fan's geometrical lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [24].) Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space X. Let A be a subset of K x K satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) for each x E K, (x, x) E A, 
(2) for each fixed x E K,  the set Ax = {y E K : (x, y) E A} is dosed in K ,  
(3) for each fixed y E K,  the set A y = {x E K : (x, y) ~ A} is convex in K.  
Then there exists an xo E K such that K x {x0} C A. 
DEFINITION 1.2. (See [10].) Let X,  Y be topological vector spaces and T : X ~ 2 y a set-valued 
mapping. 
(1) T is said to be Upper Semicontinuous (briefly, u.s.c.) at xo E X if  for any open neighbour- 
hood N containing T(xo) there exists a neighbourhood M of xo such that T(M)  c N.  
T is said to be u.s.c, i f  T is u.s.c, at every point x E X .  
(2) T is said to be closed at x E X if  for each nets {xa} converging to x and {y~} converging 
to y such that y~ E T(xa) for ail a, we have y E T(x).  T is said to be dosed f l i t  is closed 
at every point x E X .  
DEFINITION 1.3. Let X,  Y be topological vector spaces and T : X - -~  2 Y a set-valued mapping. 
T has a dosed graph if  the graph ofT ,  Gr(T) := {(x,y) E X x Y : fl E T(x)} is closed in X x Y.  
LEMMA 1.2. (See [26].) Let X, Y be topological vector spaces and T : X ~ 2 v be a set-valued 
mapping. 
(1) I lK  is a compact subset of X ,  and T is u.s.c, and compact-valued, then T (K)  is compact. 
(2) I f  T is u.s.c, and compact-valued, then T is closed. 
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2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Now we consider the existence theorem of solutions to (GVVTIP). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a Hausdorff topological vector space, Y a topological vector space, K a 
nonernpty compact convex subset of X ,  and {C(x) : x E K} a family of closed convex cones in Y.  
Let a set-valued mapping W : K --* 2 Y defined by W(x)  = Y \ {- int  C(x)} have a closed graph, 
where int denotes the interior. Assume that T : K --* 2 L(X'Y) is an u.s.c, mapping with compact 
values, and 0 : K x K --* X and ~? : K x K --4 y are mappings uch that 
(1) there exists s E T(x) such that <s, O(x, x)) + ~?(x, x) it - in t  C(x), for all x E K,  
(2) the operator 
~-~ (s, e(~, y)) + ~(y, x) 
of K into Y is convex for a11 y E K and for all s E T(y), 
(3) the mappings 
yH0( . ,y )  and y~-~(y , . )  
are continuous. 
Then (GVVTIP)  is solvable. 
PROOF. Let A := {(z,y) E g × g : there exists s E T(y) such that (s, 0 (x ,y ) )+ ~(y,x) it 
- in t  C(y)}, then A is nonempty by (1). 
For each fixed x E K, 
A~:= {yEK: (x ,y )  EA} 
= {y E K :  there exists s E T(y) such that (s,0(x,y)) + ~?(y,x) it - in tC(y )}  
is closed. Indeed, let {y;~} be a net in Ax such that y~ --~ Yo. Since y), E Ax, we have 
there exists s~ E T(y~), such that (s~,t~(x,y~)l + ~?(y~,x) E W(y~). 
By Lemma 1.2(1), T(K)  is compact, and hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that 
there exists So E T(K)  such that s~ --~ so. By Lemma 1.2(2), T is closed, and hence, so E T(yo). 
By condition (3) and W has a closed graph, we have 
there exists so E T(yo), such that (So, 0(x, Yo)) + ~(Y0, x) E W(yo). 
Hence, Y0 E Ax and Ax is closed. 
On the other hand, for each fixed y E K, 
A~: = {x E K :  (x,y) it A} 
= {x E K : for all s E T(y), (s, 0(x, y)) + ~(y, x) E - in t  C(y)} 
is convex. In fact, let xl ,x2 E A y and t E (0,1), by condition (2), we have for all y E K and 
e T(y), 
[(s, e(tx~ + (1 - t)z~, y)) + n(y, tx~ + (1 - t)z~)] 
_<c(~) t [ (s ,e (~,y) /+ ,7(y, xl)] + (1 -t)[(~,e(x~,y)) + ~(y,~)] .  
Thus, 
t [(s, e (x l ,  y)) + ,7(y,~1)] + (1 - t)[(~, e(z2, y)) + ,7(y, ~2)] 
- [(s,~(txl + (1 - t)x2,y)} + ~?(y, tx l  + (1 - t)x2)] E C(y).  
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Since 
and 
we have 
[(S, 0(Xl, y)) ÷ 7](y, Xl) ] • --int C(y) 
[(s, 0(x2, y)) ÷ r~(y, x2)] • - in t  C(y), 
(s,O(txl + (1 - t)x2,y)) + 7l(y, txl  + (1 - t)x2) • - in t  C(y). 
And hence, tx l  + (1 - t)x2 • A y, A y is convex. By Lemma 1.2, there exists an x0 • K such that 
K × {x0} C A. This implies that there exists an x0 • K such that for all y • K, there exists 
so • T(xo) such that (so, ~(y, xo)) + ~(x0, y) ¢ - in t  C(zo). 
COROLLARY 2.2. ConsideringT : K --* L (X ,Y )  instead o fT  : K -* 2 L(X,Y) in Theorem 2.1, we 
can show the existence of solution to (VVITP).  
COROLLARY 2.3. Considering a zero mapping ~ in Corollary 2.2, we obtain Theorem 2.2 in [17] 
as a corollary. 
In Theorem 2.1, we considered K to be a nonempty compact convex subset of a Hausdorff 
topological vector space X. But in the following theorem, we do not assume that K is compact. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a Hausdorff topological vector space, Y a topological vector space, K a 
nonempty convex subset of X ,  and {C(x) : x • K} be a family of dosed convex cones in Y .  Let 
a set-valued mapping W : K -~ 2 v defined by W(x)  = Y \ {- int  C(x)} have a closed graph. 
Assume that T : K --* 2 L(xy)  is an u.s.c, mapping with compact values, and 0 : K x K --~ X and 
77 : K x K --* Y are mappings atisfying conditions (1)-(3) in Theorem 2.1, and the following. 
(4) There exists a nonempty compact convex subset D of K and u • D such that for all 
x • K \ D, there exists s • T(x) such that 
is, 0(u, z)) + v(x, u) • - int  c(z). 
Then (GVVTIP)  is solvable in D. 
PROOF. For each x • K, 
Bx := {y • D:  there exists s • T(y) such that (s ,O(x,y) )+ ~(y,x) ~ - in tC(y )}  
is nonempty by (1). And for each x • K, let 
Cx := {y • K :  there exists s • T(y) such that (s, 0(x, y)) + ~/(y, x) ¢ - in t  C(y)}, 
then we can show that Cx is closed by the same method in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since D 
is closed in X, Bx -- D A Cx is closed subset of D. It is clear that (GVVTIP) has a solution 
in D if NxeK Bx ~ 0. For this, it is sufficient o prove that the family (Bx : x E K} has 
the finite intersection property. Let x l ,x2 , . . . , xn  be arbitrary finite elements of K and let 
Oh -~ CO (D U {Xl,X2,. . .  ,Xn}), where co denotes convex hull. Then Oh is a compcat convex 
subset of K. By Theorem 2.1, there exists an x0 E Dh such that for all y E Dh, there exists 
so • T(zo), 
(so, 0(y, z0) /+ 7/(x0, y) • - in t  C(xo). (2.1) 
It can be shown that x0 • D. In fact, if xo ~ D, then by condition (4), there exists u • D such 
that for such xo G K \ D, there exists so • T(xo) such that (so, 0(u, xo)) + ~(xo, u) • - in t  C(xo), 
which contradicts (2.1), when u = y. In particular, xo • Cx, for all xi. In fact, if xo ~ Cz, for 
some xi, then for all s • T(xo), 
(s, ~(x~, xo)) ÷ ~(x0, x~) E - in t  C(xo). (2.2) 
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But since xi E Dh, from Theorem 2.1, we can choose t E T(xo) such that 
<t, 8(xi ,  xo)> + ~(xo, xi) ¢ - in t  C(xo) ,  
which  cont rad ic ts  (2.2). Hence,  x0 E Bx~ for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Therefore ,  
fiB•:, :# O. 
i= l  
Hence, the family {Bx : x E K} has the finite intersection property, so there exists y E D such 
that for each x E K,  there exists s E T(y) such that 
(s, 8(x, y)) + ~(y, x) @ -int C(y). 
Consequently, there exists an x0 E D such that for all y E K,  there exists so E T(xo) such that 
(so, 8(y, x0)> + ~(x0, y) ~ - in t  C(xo). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Considering T : K --+ L (X ,Y )  instead o fT  : K -~ 2 L(X'Y) in Theorem 2.4, we 
can show the existence of solution to (VVTIP).  
COROLLARY 2.6. Considering a zero mapping ~ in Corollary 2.5, we obtain Theorem 2.3 in [17] 
as a corollary. 
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